
Purchasing Responsibilities
What You Need To Know



Purchasing 

The purchasing process is an essential part of every food service operation. All 
competent chefs should be skilled in buying “the appropriate ingredients”,”in 
accurate amounts”, “at the right time”, and “at the best price”.

Every kitchen operation has different purchasing procedures. But there is one rule 
that should always be followed:

● Buy only as much as it is anticipated will be needed until the next delivery.

This will ensure that foods stay fresh and will create a high inventory turnover. All 
foods deteriorate in time, some more quickly than others. It is the job of the 
purchaser to ensure that only those quantities that will be used immediately or in 
the near future are purchased.



Know Your Demographic - The appropriate 
Ingredients
● Why is this important?

○ Choosing a Food Grade
■ Choice or Prime
■ Conventional or Organic
■ Fresh or Canned, pre made

○ Effects Your Price Point
■ Higher Price Point

● Prime, Organic, Fresh
■ Mid Price Point

● Choice, Conventional, Fresh
■ Low Price Point

● Choice, Conventional, Canned, pre made



Know Your Product
Once you know the demographic you are appealing to, you need to test and try 
products. You will find that there are a lot of products that can suit your needs and 
still keep you in your price point and food quality desired.

● Trying different Choice cuts that could replace a higher quality Prime cut.
● Comparing different canned products, tomato products are a great example of 

this.
● Will you use large eggs or med, brown or white, 
● Fresh Salad bag mixes vs. Fresh cut

Keep in mind labor costs when you are comparing your products. Sometimes 
buying a high quality pre packaged item can save you man power which can save 
you $$!



Specifications
Meat, seafood, poultry, processed fruits and vegetables, and fresh fruits and vegetables can be ordered 

under different specifications. For example,

● Meats: can be ordered by grade, cut, weight/thickness, fat limitation, age, whether fresh or frozen, 

and type of packaging.

● Seafood: can be ordered by type (e.g., fin fish/shellfish), species, market form, condition, grade, 

place of origin, whether fresh or frozen, count, size, and packaging,

● Poultry: can be ordered by type, grade, class (e.g., broiler, fryer), style (e.g., breasts, wings), size, 

whether fresh or frozen, and packaging.

● Processed fruits and vegetables: can be ordered by grade (sometimes), variety, packaging size and 

type, drained weight, count per case, packing medium, and whether canned or frozen.

● Fresh fruits and vegetables: can be ordered by grade (sometimes), variety, size, weight per 

container, growing area, and count per container



Know Your Storage Capability - The Accurate 
Amounts
Storage can have a HUGE effect on what kind of product, how much product and 
how often you need to bring product in.

● Fresh Product, requiring further processing vs. Fresh Bagged
● Fresh Herbs vs. Dried Herbs
● Primal Meat Cuts vs. Pre Cut and Packaged
● House made Dressings vs. Pre Made

Remember we dont want to trade quality for convenience or storage restrictions. 
This is why researching different types of product is so crucial. Once again storage 
plays a large role in what we can do and how often you place orders.



Summary
An important part of the purchasing job is overseeing vendors who supply food 
and beverages. Close interaction with vendors is required to learn about: 

● Market changes
● Products availability 
● Products only available on a seasonal basis 
● Negotiating contracts with vendors  
● Reviewing product quality  
● Delivery times to ensure vendors are complying with their contracts 
● Finding and evaluating new vendors.


